ACCELERATING AI in AFRICA
Using AI to Drive Environmental & Social Progress

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can play a key role in helping countries around the world to solve challenges related to census reporting, climate science, and healthcare.

However, in many underserved communities across Africa, access to proper data science equipment and training is lacking. To address this, a number of industry-leading organizations have come together to create the United AI Alliance.

WHO WE ARE

Started in 2021, the United AI Alliance is a public-private partnership that aims to reduce the Digital Divide in underserved communities and enhance data research and reporting for key initiatives, such as Census Data, Climate Science, and Healthcare.

SUPPORTED BY A POWERFUL PARTNER ECOSYSTEM

The initiative is supported by a coalition of leading partners including the United Nations (UN) Economic Commission for Africa, the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data, NVIDIA, Future Tech Enterprise, Inc., AWS, MIT, Bentley, and more.

KEY GOALS

Provide access to AI-powered hardware & software solutions, empowering local and governmental technology ecosystems with modern data center infrastructure to help scale use cases.

Conduct robust training programs for public sector and government technology teams, starting with select countries in Africa. Inspire research and educate a next generation of data scientists.

PHASE 1: SUCCESSES

Onboarded nine strategic organizations across five countries in Africa. Now have 250+ developers currently undergoing DLI training, with a future goal of reaching 10,000 developers post pilot. Provided NVIDIA-powered data science workstations & EGX Servers to National Statistics Offices in Ghana, Kenya, Rwanda, Senegal, and Sierra Leone.
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PHASE 2: 2023 & BEYOND
Expand program reach with 10 additional countries in Africa and Latin America, focusing on Climate Action. Create partnerships with state and local governments around climate action, infrastructure digitization and healthcare. Conduct fundraising campaigns and catalogue launch with foundations, development banks and OECD nations.

EXPANDING PARTNERSHIPS & FUNDRAISING
In 2023, the United AI Alliance will be adding partners in multiple categories. Specifically, we are looking for individuals and organizations eager to provide financial assistance, AI consulting/education, equipment donations (hardware/software), and onsite support.

CONNECTING WITH THE UNITED AI ALLIANCE
The partners of the United AI Alliance sponsor numerous, high-profile events and speaker panels aimed at accelerating investments and educating philanthropists, government leaders, C-suite executives, and key non-profit organizations about its mission and goals.

Connect with us at these upcoming events. (More to come)


- COP27 (EGYPT): The United AI Alliance plans to host a private event during the 2022 United Nations Climate Change Conference, COP27, taking place Nov. 6-18, in Egypt, Sharm El-Sheikh

- MARCH 2023 (SAN JOSE): During NVIDIA’s bi-annual GPU Technology Conference (GTC), the United AI Alliance will host a special speaker panel session and private event that will highlight 2023 initiatives, fundraising, supporting local government initiatives and expansion to countries in Latin America.